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It is now about 18 months since I had the
great pleasure of purchasing some of the
Dr. Thill Swiss Revenues. In "Swiss Phil"
62/63 I expressed hope that selections of
this material would be available that autumn. Well, autumn it is - one year hence!
I as too much of an idealist to rush
through material which I shall probably
never have the chance of handling again.
When I really "got stuck in" I realised
that I had in my possession a veritable
I deeply retreasure chest of rarities.
gret my casual approach to this material
at the time of the Sale. Had I known then
what I know now, no-one would have had a
chance to out-bid me on a single lot!
I
,bought far too little but at least the sections I secured are very complete. They are:
Cantonal issues of Bern, Nidwalden and
Ticino; Municipal issues of most towns and
villages in the Cantons of Neuchatel,
Schaffhausen, Solothurn, Ticino, Valais,
and Vaud; also, a few towns in the Canton
of Bern. Not much - but fabulous just the
There are Proofs and Essays: Bisects
same!
Tête-Bêche; Double Prints; stamps postally
used, stamps with Railway cancellations;
Errors of colour; outstanding rarities of
which less than 110 copies originally existed (there is one stamp of which only 4
copies are known and although damaged I
price it without hesitation at £50).
(Continued on page 11)
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AN ISSUE
IS BORN

20c. Span nö rte r 1972

Switzerland is famous for many things, but
most of all for her magnificent mountains.
Ipso facto, we find numerous Alpine peaks
depicted on Swiss stamps since 1914, when
the first landscape pictorials - 3Fr Mythen,
5Fr Rütli and 10Fr Jungfrau - were issued.
In 1965, the PTT in Berne commenced a series
of "Swiss Alps" stamps - the 10c. and 30c.
"Matterhorn" issues intended for use on mail
carried by the mobile post offices or postal
coaches. Last year - on 21 September - the
regular "Publicity" or "Special" stamps included the sixth mountain massif to be presented in the popular Alpine series - the
Spannorter peaks in the Canton of Uri, designed by Edi Hauri and the subject of this design feature.

INTRODUCING EDI HAURI
Edi Hauri, graphic designer, was born in
Basel in 1912, and followed his father's
footsteps in drawing and painting. He spent
a year at the Basal School of Arts, and for
the next four years he practised as a fine
arts designer, rounding off his practical
work with a year at the School of Applied
Fine Arts in Berlin. At this time he also
made numerous study trips to England, France,
Germany, Mexico and the United States. For
six years he was an "art director" in a
private industrial company, but since 1941
he has been a freelance designer with his
own studio in Basel, handling all kinds of
graphic design work, including posters and
exhibitions.
In close co-operation with the Swiss Postal
Administration he has designed several postage stamps with, by chance, two main themes
- road care and the Swiss Alps - 20c. "Road
Safety", 1956; then 20c. Alps - Kreuzberge,
1969; 30c. "Road Safety", 1969;30c. Alps Les Diablerets, 1971; and his sixth and,
latest stamp design for the Swiss PTT - the
20c. Spannorter. Edi Hauri's work has a
consistent, recognisable style, distinguished by his bold use of colour. He is a member of the Verband Schweizerischer Graphiker
of Basel.

This article, by James Watson,
is published by kind permission of the Editor of Stanley
Gibbons "Stamp Monthly".

t E FAIRY CASTLE
That is one's first impression of the
Spannorter peaks as depicted by Edi Hauri - a
splendid background drop for the princess,
the dragon and the usual dramatis personae of
fairy stories. His design essays(reproduced
here) show his various approaches to the tads
of portraying the grey granite crags in all
their stark magnificence - and, incidentally,
dispelling the popular image of Switzerland's
mountains always being covered in snow, like
the lashings of cream on a Swiss pastry,
Taken in numerical order as shown here, the
first three essays show a photographer's
perspective of the great massif, the camera
moving progressively closer to the rock
sentinels and at the same time becoming
the inward lean of the
gradually uptilted
flanking peaks is a well-known phenomenon
and evidence of a tilted camera. It also
happens to be an effective art form, directing the eye to the highest (central) peak.
Note also how the small crag on the left
eventually disappears with the closer viewpoint.
This design, however, was so similar to the
artist's previous rendering of the Kreuzberge
in 1969 that the viewpoint of the Spannorter
was drastically changed as in the fourth
essay. Edi Hauri's "camera" eye has moved
to the right, almost opposite the slab-like
facade of the Great Spannort and revealing
the gap or valley between that and the
neighbouring Little Spannort. Also now we
see the mass of snow on the slopes et the
foot of the massif, while "HELVETIA" and the
figures of values are inscribed horizontally,
conforming with previous designs in the
series. Our fifth and sixth illustration
show the final artwork - the mountains
closer and bolder - and the issued stamp.

SPANNING THE SPANNORTER
Towering high above the pretty Engelbergeras
River, the Great Spannort, 10,516 feet, and
the Little Spannort, 10,332 feet, with their .
(Continued on page 5)

Swiss Booklets: 1904-1936
by Lawrence Challen

The first Swiss stamps in booklets were
obtainable at Swiss post offices in the year
1904. Since that date, approximately 60
different types have been issued. Of this
number, 30 booklets contained stamps printed
by typography. Since 1936, all regular
Swiss stamps are engraved, with the corresponding booklets standardised, giving little
special interest for study.
This article will deal with the typographed
issues used in booklets the panes of which
consisted of two horizontal rows of three
small-size stamps bound at left between
stiff carton-like covers. The number of
panes varied from issue to issue, and so did
the selling price according to the contents.
For the production of these booklets special
printings of the contemporary stamps were
made from plates of special lay-out. The
designs involved were Cross and Numerals,
Tell Boy (1907), Helvetia (1907), Helvetia
with Sword♦ Tell Boy types I, II and III,
Helvetia (1909), Pro Juventute 1915 5.5c.
and four values of the 1934 landscapes.
Regular post office sheets of the early 20th
century period contained 100 stamps (10x10).
An ingenious arrangement of the booklet
panes allowed the use of the same printing
presses, perforating machinery and guillotines es were also employed for the regular
100-unit sheets.
In these special sheets
the first three vertical rows showed the
stamps in an upright position whilst the
vertical rows 4 to 6 and 8 to 10 were printed with the design upside down relative to
the former rows. Units in the seventh ver-

This article was published in
STAMP COLLECTING on 31st August
1972, and is reprinted with their
kind permission.
tical row remained completely blank as shown
in Fig. 1 which simplifies the description
considerably.
In March 1910, the postal authorities decided
to sell complete booklet sheets to the public
disclosing the above arrangement. These
booklet sheets contained 90 stamps in 3x5
booklet panes. Before such sheets were sold
all the units in the seventh, i.e. the empty,
row received a large 11 mm. diameter punch
hole to prevent any misuse.
(see Fig. 2).
The punch was later (1921) changed to cut a
smaller 9 mm. diameter hole. Punching was
discontinued altogether in 1927 and replaced
by a single vertical line perforation along
the entire centre of row 7. This method was
continued into the period of engraved stamps
which followed the typographed stamps in
1936.
Whilst the initial issue of booklets did not
create collectable varieties other than the
booklets themselves, the release of booklet
sheets made tête-bêche pairs, as well as
gutter pairs, available to collectors. Thus,
there is no need to list any of the stamps
in Cross and Numerals, Tell Boy (1907) or
Helvetia (1907) types as no booklet sheets
were sold in these designs.
The first complication to this simple state
of affairs occurred when in 1918 booklets
appeared containing one 15c. violet stamp
in the left upper corner in conjunction
with five 10c. red stamps per booklet pane.
Fig. 2 shows two rows of panes of the corresponding booklet sheet. This arrangement
has only been used ones. (Continued on mane
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WHO'S WHO
SWISS on STAMPS

BY HON.SECRETARY
HELVETIA SOCIETY
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY.
Continued from
Nos. 62/63

Huldrych Zwingli 1484 - 1531
Cat. No.471 - Protestant Reformer
Zwingli was born at Wildhaue in the Toggenburg valley (Ct. St. Gallen), the son of a
free peasant. He studied theology in
Vienna end Basel and became a priest at
Glarus. As army chaplain he repeatedly
accompanied the local troops on their military expeditions into Lombardy and fought
against the then prevalent practice in
Switzerland of hiring out mercenaries. After
serving as people's priest at Einsiedeln
for a short time, he was called to Zürich
where, under the influence of Erasmus of
Rotterdam and Luther, he introduced the
Reformation, delivering his first sermon at
the Great Minster in Zurich on 1st January,
He fell in the battle fought between
1519.
Protestants and Catholics at Kappel am Albis
on I1th October, 1531.
Henri Guisan 1874 - 1960
Cat. No.472 - General of Swiss Army in
World War II
Born at Mézières (Ct. Vaud), he studied
agriculture and was a militia officer until
promoted Commander of a Division. On 30th
August, 1939 he was elected General of the
Swiss Army by the Federal Assembly. Concentrating the Swiss defence measures on
the mountainous interior of the country, he
ordered, in 1940, the building of the protective barrier of fortifications, the socalled "Reduit national". He did much to
strengthen military preparedness and the
viligance of both army and people and won
the gratitude and recognition of the whole
nation. Since Switzerland maintains a
General only in time of war, his command
ended in 1945 and he resigned his office on
20th August of that year.
Francesco Borromini 1599 - 1667
Cat. No.473 - Master of Baroque Architecture
A native of Bissons in Ct. Ticino, Borromini spent the greater part of his life in
Rome, where he died in 1667. After learning
the trade of a stone-mason in Milan he was
called to Rome by his relative, the than
famous architect Carlo Maderno (depicted on
an earlier stamp), to assist in the construction of St.Peter's. As an independent
architect Borromini later erected a series
of notable buildings in Rome and is considered, together with Bernini, the master
of Roman baroque architecture. The best
known edifices designed by Borromini alone,
or in collaboration with others, include
the Barbarini, Spada and Falconieri palaces
and the churches of San Carlo alle quatro
Fontane, S. No alle Sapienzia and S.Agnese
.alle Piazza Navona.

Othmar Schoeck 1886 - 1957
Cat. No.474 - Composer
Studied music and was for many years chorus
conductor in Zurich, later conducting symphony concerts in St. Gallen. Schoeck is
best known es a composer of songs, but also
created operas, choral music and chamber
music. His operas "Penthesilea", "Vom
Fischer & syner Fru" and "Das Schloss Düande"
are well-known repertoire pieces. He also
set to music numerous poems by Goethe,
Eichendorff, Gottfried Keller, C.F. Meyer
and others.
Germaine da Steal 1766 - 1817
Cat. No.475 - Writer
Was the daughter of the Geneva banker,
Jacques Necker, who later became French
Minister of Finance under Louis XVI. Born in
Paris, she was conspicuous for her intellect
even as a child. At a very early age she was
married to the Swedish Baron Staël del
Holstein, from whom she later separated.
Wrote several books and became a widely read
author. At first she welcomed the French
Revolution, but later came to abhor its
excesses as well as the military dictatorship of Napoleon I, who banished her from
France in 1803. She travelled all over
Europe, partly as a refugee, and spent much
time at the castle of Coppet, on Lake
Geneva, which she inherited from her father
and which she transformed into a kind of
cosmopolitan academy. Mme de Staël died in
Paris on 14th July, 1817 but was buried at
Coppet at her wish. "D'Allemagne", "Corrine"
and "Dix années d'exil" are among her more
important works.

Alexandre Yersin '1863 - 1943
Cat. No.498 - Physician

-

Born on 22nd September 1863 at Aubonne and
died on 2nd March, 1943 at Nha Trang (Annam).
Studied medicine in Lausanne, Marburg and
Paris. Working at the Pasteur Institute in
Paris, he discovered the diphtheria toxin
jointly with Emil Roux. In 1892 he went to
live in Indochina. In Hong Kong in 1894 he
discovered the bacterium causing the plague.
August Forel 1848 - 1931
Cat. No.499 - Psychiatrist
Was born on 1st September, 1848 at Morges.
Specialising in psychiatry, he did research
on the brain and hypnosis. Published works
on sexual education. Was a pacifist and a
pioneer of total abstinence. Made important
discoveries in the fields of the anatomy of
the nervous system and of entomology (biology of the ante). After terminating his
studies in Zürich, he worked at the Munich
Mental Hospital from 1873 - 1878. From 1879
to 1898 director of the mental hospital of
Zurich and professor of psychiatry at the
University of Zürich. Died on 27th July, 1931
at Yvorne.
Jules Gonin 1870 - 1935
Cat. No.500 - Ophthalmologist

Born on 10th August, 1870. Studied medicine
in his birth—place, Lausanne. In 1918 he was
appointed medical director of the "Asyle des
aveugles" founded in 1843, and in 1920,
professor of ophthalmology at the University
of Lausanne. Founder of the modern treatment
of retinal detachment (sealing of the tear
in the retina which causes detachment). Died
in Lausanne on 10th June, 1935.
Robert Koch 1843 - 1910
Cat. No.501 - Bacteriologist
Born on 11th December, 1843 in Clausthal
(Germany); studied medicine at Göttingen
from 1862 to 1866. Was medical practitioner
at Wollstein from 1872 to 1880 and bacteriologist in the Imperial Health Department in
Berlin from 1880 to 1891; Professor Hygiene
and Director of the Institute for Hygiene in
Berlin from 1891 to 1905; founder of experimental bacteriology and serotherapy in the
German speaking countries. Discovered the
anthrax bacillus in 1876, the tuberculosis
bacillus in 1882 and the cholera bacterium
in 1884. Was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Medicine in 1905. Died on 27th May, 1910 in
Baden-Baden.

Frederick Grant Banting 1891 - 1941
Cat. No.502 - Physiologist
Was born on 14th November, 1891 at Alliston
(Ontario, Canada). Worked at the Institute
for Physiology in Toronto under Professor
MacLeod. Together with C.H. Best, a student
in medicine, he discovered the insulin
hormone secreted by the island cells of the
pancreas (I921). Insulin is invaluable in
the treatment of diabetes. Together with
Professor MacLeod, Dr. Banting won the Nobel
Prize for medicine in 1923. He was killed in
an air crash in Newfoundland on 25th.
February, 1941.

SWISS MANUSCRIPT CANCELLATIONS

Interest is steadily rising in the fascinating ink and crayon cancellations found on
early Swiss issues. Unlike British stamps o'
the same period Swiss ones were not valid
for "Postage and Revenue" but for Postage
only. And the custom in India and Ceylon,
which led to stamps being pen-cancelled by
the sender to avoid theft by the servant
taking the letter to the post, had no
parallel in Switzerland.
The Swiss manuscript cancellations are of
real postal origin, and usually stem from
very minor offices which were not yet
supplied with their own canceller. The
markings in ink are usually in black or red,
of many shades varying from bright red to
brownish red or orange red; other colours are
far rarer. The crayon marks are usually in
red, black and other colours being less
common. The marks used vary from a single
stroke or two crossed lines to the most
involved and artistic designs. In some
cases it looks as if the postmaster had
plenty of time and real artistic pride in
his work! One postmaster always cancelled
Strubels with an interrupted diagonal black
line, the gap being left so as to avoid
defacing the figure of Helvetia. Trying to
identify the offices responsible for these
marks is a most interesting study. Even
covers with sub-standard stamps may help, as
the name of the despatching office is usually applied, but was not meant to be used as
a canceller on the stamp.
On Strubels there is a really rare red
crayon mark in the form of a St. Andrew's
Cross, usually with a horizontal line above
and below it, which is not a true postal
cancellation but was applied to proof prints
to prevent their postal use.
In Switzerland the interest in Manuscript
Cancellations is increasing all the time.
This is partly due to the realisation that
some of them are of considerable rarity and
partly to the fascination of locating the
offices of origin of particular marks.
(Continued from page 2)
SPANNÖRTER
precipitous walls of rock, form one of the
most imposing skylines in the Alps of central Switzerland. Edi Hauri depicted the
north-western flank of the two peaks, as
viewed across the valley from Fürenalp above
Engelberg. The gap between the Spannörter
peaks - the Spannörterjoch (or "ridge"),
9,610 feet, forms a glacial route linking
Engelberg and Erstfeld.
Some 4 miles to the west is the greatest of
the Engelberg mountains, the celebrated
Titlis, 10,627 feet, with its snow-crested
summit, the first snow-peak in Switzerland
to be successfully climbed (in 1744). It
is now a comparatively safe and easy climb,
unlike the Spannörter peaks which are
described in the guide-book as "difficult".

frSwisoP

by R. F. BULSTRODE O.B.E.
continued Ads
Noe. 62/63

PART 5

1908, Helvetia with Sword
The earliest essay of this issue to have
"escaped" seems to be one of the 50c. value.
This is a little crude compared with the
issued stamps, especially in the background
plate and does not bear the designer's name
or initials, Two-colour prints exist, in
various colour combinations, but are not
common. Rare is a "miniature sheet" having
a background plate print on the left in red,
a main plate print on the right in pale blue,
and a print in the middle combining the two
plates with the colours reversed; this exists
in other colours but is really difficult to
find. The first issued stamp was the 40c.,
type I, with the designer's name, "L'Eplattenier" in full below Helvetia's right hand.
The major part of the 40c. issue and all the
other values were printed from improved
plates type II, with the designer's initials
"CL" in place of the full name. A 40c. essay
exists in which the background plate is that
of issued type I, but the main plate bears
the designer's name in full, a laurel leaf
lying across the sword blade, and two edelweiss flowers below the artist's name; both
issued types have one flower and no laurel
leaf, but both have a coloured mark across
the blade where the leaf lies in the essay
- strange "hangover". Of the issued 40c.,
type I plate proofs exist, imperforate and
ungummed, in unissued colours. There are
also colour trials on thick art paper, in a
number of colour combinations some of which
are those of other issued values; these
usually seem to have been stuck onto grey
fibrous board, and have often been maltreated in removal. Colour trials of the 60c.
and Fr 3.- are also known but not often seen
on the market.

s&aEy

1910, Orell Füssli Essays
About 1910 Drell Füssli of Zürich produced
a number of large surface printed designs
showing Swiss scenery and historic buildings,
none of which are common. Some are trilingual - German, French and Italian - and
all are attractively engraved. The same firm
also produced a recess printed trio of Fr 5,
10 and 25 showing respectively the Schiller
Memorial on the Mythenstein on the lake of
Uri, the Aar Glacier, and a climbers' hut.
These very rare items are beautifully designed and engraved, and include a duck, an
eagle and a chamois in the top right hand
corner of the oblong designs.

1924, Arms Type
Plate proofs of this issue exist of the main
design, without the central shield, in black
on white paper, from a trial plate of 25.
Prints of the Fr 2.- exist in the colours of
all the issued values but with the coloured
background omitted from the shield, leaving
the Swiss Cross white. The white ground
work to the sheild intensifies the red print
making the whole effect very attractive.
Other colour trials, none very common, exist
of the Fr 1.50 in the colours of all the
values as issued; also from trial plate of
25 in the issued colours, with watermark and
gum but imperforate. Colour trials of all
values can also be found on white art paper.

1909, L'Eplattenier Essays
A very rare "Miniature Sheet" is known,
designed by Charles L'Eplattenier, with a
15c. value featuring a standing figure of
Helvetia holding a sheathed sword with an
alpine background, and two Fr 3.- values
giving alternative treatments of the Rütli
Oath ceremony. The surface printed plate
was etched by Henzi and Co., and the P.T.T.
collection includes one in which the shields
on the Fr 3.- designs are completed with the
Swiss Cross on a red background.

1932, Disarmament Conference
Die proofs before the figures of value exist,
but are really rare. The earliest state has
the design engraved on a solid black circle
of 3.7cms diameter. A late state of the rare
die has the circle reduced to 3.3cms and
squared off to form a frame round the "stamp."
"Miniature Sheets" exist showing three
impressions without figures of value, end

also with one each of the 5c, 10c. and 20c.
values. Prints of the 10c. are sometimes
pound without the name of the engraver,
G. Matter, and in the colours of all the
issued values. These are not in fact engravings but apparently off-set prints used
during the development of the design, and
the detail is a little heavy compared with
the final version.

For the same Competition an unidentified
artist entered a 20c design showing the mills
on the island of Salagnon,- near Clarens on
the Lake of Geneva, with the Dents du Midi in
the background. This photogravure production
is in mirror version, and in the same style
as Baumberger's entry, and may be by him.

1933, POST OFFICE COMPETITION

A series of fine designs was entered for the
P.T.T. competition by Paul and Beatrice
Artaria, all er 10c. value and reproduced
from halftone blocks on • faintly coloured
solid background. A card is known bearing
one of each design, all in different colours
signed on the back by Paul Artaria. In
this case the prints are stuck to the card;
but sheets are also known in which all five
are printed in a row, all in the same
colour. This attractive series is really
rare.

Some very attractive designs entered for
this Competition by Rösli of La Chaux de
Fonds, who was employed by Courvoisier and
Co., have recently reached the market, and
appear to be exceedingly rare. The main
item is a block of nine Swiss scenes, some
of which are readily identifiable but others
have still to be placed. This block, known
in black and in a number of colours, is produced by photogravure with pleasing results.

One stamp of the nine was evidently intended
for the League of Nations, as it includes
the letters "SON".
The same artist also
produced two-colour "sheets" of three 41199 7
orical designs, two of which include "SDN".
These "SDN" entries were unlikely to be accepted since at that date the League of
Nations and the International Labour Bureau
were using Swiss Federal issues suitably
overprinted.
Rösli was also responsible for a pair of 40c
designs showing either the Aletsch or the
Langgletscher; at first glance these designs
appear identical, hut in fact the treatment
is slightly different.

One entry, by Otto Baumberger, apparently the
rarest of all, is a 10c. design showing the
Blümlisalp with the Oeschinenlake in the
foreground. This design, in photogravure,
was submitted in mirror version, probably
for economy as it is a stage in the production of the final picture.

1942, Competition Entry

When this series started in 1968, in Nos.51/
52/53 of the Swiss Philatelist, a list of the
types of stamps and entires to be dealt with
was given in the first paragraph. All these
should appear in future issues, and in addition further "new" information will be provided about the stamps already mentioned.
One of the great fascinations of Proof and
Essay collecting is that one is always learning, and suprisingly often making discoveries which really do seem to be new, in that
they have not been published before and that
even the ever-helpful Swiss P.T.T., although
having specimens in its technical collection
have no clue to the authorship. During the
writing of this series the author has had the
good fortune to be allowed to see a number of
leading collections as well as numerous items
appearing on the market; some of these have
given him severe shocks! For a time demonstrably impossible items seemed quite normal!
(To be Continued)
We regret to announce the death,
at the age of eighty, of
JEAN-JACQUES WINKLER
the famous author of the Handbook of Swiss Pre-Stamp Marks.
Although his work in this field
will keep his name before philatelists for all time the philatelic world has sustained a great
loss.

SWISS BOOKLETS (CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)
Before analysing the consequences of the
introduction of these two-value booklet
panes let us investigate the second, and
fortunately the last, change in the lay-out
of the special printing plates. The modification was introduced in 1921 when booklets appeared with a single 10c. green
stamp in the right lower corner in conjunction with five 5c. orange stamps per
booklet pane. Fig. 3 shows the relevant
arrangement. It will be noted that, on
this occasion, different values as well as
different designs were involved. As the
colours of both values were changed repeatedly during the ensuing years - and the
changes of the colours of the two values
involved did not occur at the same time,
either - the same value-partnership can be
found in different colour combinations. The
point to remember is that all booklet sheets
containing 5c. and 10c. stamps of designs in
type 20 and type 21 were printed from plates
of the same lay-out as shown in Fig. 3.
Returning now to the philatelic consequence,
a systematic investigation can be made for
which purpose the following classification
will help to clarify the position.
There are three different types of combing.
tions in existence, namely:
(1)

Tête-bêche pairs, denoted TB,
from vertical rows 3 and 4;
(2) Se-tenant pairs, denoted ST,
from rows 1 and 2, 5 and 6
or 9 and 10 of sheet arrangement Fig. 2, and from rows 3
and 4 of sheet arrangement
Fig. 3.
(3) Gutter pairs, denoted GP, from
rows 6, 7 and 8.

Tête-bêche pairs exist as shown only. The
5c. values of the 1921-1930 period were not
printed from single-value plates of the type
shown in Fig. 1 and thus no tête-bêche pairs
of these values exist. The + sign is used
in the table more to separate the values
and, at the same time, connect them, than
for any other reason.
Se-Tenant pairs exist as tabulated in horizontal as well as vertical pairs, only,
reversed pairs also exist as explained above.
Gutter pairs are listed with "0" for 11 mm.
punch hole in the gutter unit from the 19101927 period. Where "o" is shown this means
a 9 mm. punch hole in the gutter unit belonging to the 1921-1924 period. The "
sign stands for "perforated vertical along
centre of gutter unit", the method employed
from 1927 onwards.
Towards the end of the table "z" indicates
that the particular item is known with
"smooth" gum as well as with "grilled" (or
"ribbed") gum.
Some of the gutter pairs are known with the
gutter unit neither punched nor perforated
but left empty as a stamp size piece of
paper perforated all round. This is explained by the fact that some - a very few
only - booklet sheets, which escaped both
the punch and the single line perforator,
were sold over the counter.
The sign "/" simply means (new value) "overprinted on" (old value).
It should also be noted for completeness
that two values printed from booklet plates
were never utilised for making up booklets.
All such items come from booklet sheets sold
for economy in the ordinary course of postal
business. The two items are: R.C; 146, 2}
on 3c. orange; and A.C; 151, 20 on 25c. blue.

A TABLE OF
UNUSED HOTEL STAMP PRICES

1962
1967
1973
From these combinations both the TBs and the
GPs may either show one single denomination,
p
£
f p
£ p
TB(1), GP(1), or two values, T8(2) and GP(2)
Bell No.1
4.50
11.00
20.00
respectively. Swiss catalogues- naturally
Bela No.2
4.00
10.50
20.00
- list all the above combinations but do not
12.00
Engelsberg No.
32.00
55.00
specifically distinguish between TB(1) and
Madereranerthal No.1
2.25
5.00
11.00
TB(2), or between GP(1) and GP(2).
Madereranerthal No.1
0.50
1.00
1.50
Rigi Kaltbad No.1
0.42}
0.B7}
1.50
ST pairs must, by their nature, contain two
Rigi Scheideck Nola
0.35
0.90
1.20
denominations and thus escape the sub-diviSt.Gotthard
No.1
sion on such grounds. The story, however,
(Monte
Prosa)
7.50
21.00
36.00
continues on the ST line a little further.
St.Moritz No.I
There are horizontal and vertical ST pairs
(Nauss Stahlbad)
17.00
65.00
85.00
extent as a glance at Fig. 2 and Fig 3 will
Kurort Stoos No.1
24.00
55.00
90.00
readily show. Theoretically, horizontal
Kurort Stoos No.IIa
4.00
10.00
12.00
pairs could be of two types, i.e. higher
The steady long-term rise in the value of
value left with lower value right and vice
Swiss Hotel Post stamps is highlighted by
versa. The chosen sheet arrangement, howthis list prepared by L.N. & M.Williams and
ever, permits of only one type as shown in
published in the Stamp Magazine for January
the table above, which lists all the combin1973. Whilst the list shows prices for unations.
used stamps the rises are equally pronounced
Vertical ST pairs exist with the lower value
for used items, and even more so for such
above the higher value as well as with the
material on covers or postcards. Entires on
higher denomination above the lower one.
which Hotel Post stamps are tied by Federal
Some of the pairs could have been obtained
cancellations are particullarly sought after.
from booklets whilst the corresponding reIt is quite likely that some Hotel issues
verse pairs must, of necessity, emanate from
have not yet been detected; the St.Moritz
booklet sheets. These latter are, obviously,
Engadinerhof was only discovered a few years
always scarcer.
ago, and others may yet be found in old postA few comments will help any collector incard
albums or on great-grandmother's love
terested in this type of material to find
letters!
his or her bearings across the complications.

For complete clarity these need
a brief explanation. The top
line gives the approximate
average annual percentage increase of value in each period,
if the stamps in our sample
table were purchased in 1952.
The bottom line shows the percentage increase in value for
the same stamps within periods
between the appropriate dotted
lines.
The total percentage increase
in value over the whole period
of 22 years is 1,450%!! This
equals en average annual rise
in value of 66%.
Study the 1974 Amateur Collector
Catalogue carefully: you will
learn much to your benefit.
Unless you were lucky enough
to have picked a freak share on
the stock market or bought a
(Continued on page 12)

TWENTY YEARS
OF
MARKET
PROGRESS
BY H.L. KATCHER

Any reader who has a poor Swiss
Collection would be well advised to skip this page!
Those however who can boast
well-filled albums, sit down
comfortably (pour yourself a
brandy - you can afford a good
one, light a good cigar if you
are so inclined - you can
afford that too!).
As you read
these lines you will appreciate
my point and rub your hands in
glee!
Two years ago, in Swiss Philatelist No. 60/61, I reproduced
an article which I had written
for "Stamp Collecting Weekly".
While working on the 1974
Catalogue manuscript I remembered the table we then reproduced
and curiosity prompted me to
bring it up to date. Frankly
even I, although constantly in
close contact with the international market, was extremely
surprised at the result: our
familiar and very average
sample of Swiss stamps had
risen by not less than 50% in
this remarkably short period of
time.
I immediately decided to draw
a new graph and this time I added two sets of percentage values.

H LW
ISSUES

Since Nos.62/63 of the Swiss Philatelist the
following new sets are notified: the second
1972 PUBLICITY series on 21st September, of
which three values were of normal oblong size
and shape whilst the 40c., showing Environment Protection, was the largest Swiss stamp
yet issued; on the same date five stamps
appeared showing PORTRAITS of famous personalities, in two-colour recess printing by
P.T.T.
The set of four PRO JUVENTUTE stamps
on 1st December 1972 showed Roses, and as
usual is accompanied by a Stamp Booklet.
From 8th January 1973 the 15c. "Appenzell"
stamp was included in Booklets and Coils, to
fit new postal rates.

The first three values of the "ARCHITECTURE
AND APPLIED ART" series appeared on 15th
February 1973, starting the new DEFINITIVE
issue, and on the same date three values
forming the first PUBLICITY set for the year
On 30th April the 1973 EUROPA 25c. and 40c.
values. The 1973 PRO PATRIA set of four
stamps continuing the "Archaeological Finds'
series, due on 29th May. Announced for 30t
August are a set of three second PUBLICITY
stamps and ten low values of the new
DEFINITIVES, featuring Landscapes; set of
four PRO JUVENTUTE stamps 29th November,
Fruits of the Forest.

THE UNITED NATIONS
11th September 1973 Fr 1.10 "Economic
Commission for Europe"; 17th November, 0.40
and 0.80, part of a painting in U.N.O.
Office, Geneva, starting a series "Art at
the United Nations"; 9th March 1973, 0.60
and Fr 1.10, "Disarmament Decade"; 13th
April 0.60, "Stop Drug Abuse"; 25th May
1.80, "United Nations Volunteers"; 1st
October 0.60, Namibia; 16th November 0.40
and 0.80, 25 years Human Rights Declaration.
THE WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANISATION

On 30th August 1973 30c., 40c., 80c., and
Fr 1.00. The 80c. value, in two colours, cel
ebrates the centenary of the Organisation.
THE INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS UNION

On 30th August 1973 80c., in two colours to
commemorate their new building at Geneva.
Three other values to follow later.
QUANTITIES OF STAMPS ISSUED
(IN THOUSANDS)
Portraits, 1972
Pro Patrie, 1972
10
20
30
40

+
+
+
+

10
10
10
20

c.
c.
c.
c.

5,571
7,330
7,631
4,374

10
20
30
40
80

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

14,397
20,923
20,873
14,147
5.448

THE

ALBERT E.o^a
COLLECTION

REVENUE

house which unexpectedly acquired a surprise
value because of redevelopment possibilities
or picked up an antique which the vendor did
not recognise for its true value, you could
not have equalled such an investment anywhere.
Even in stamps there are very few countries
where such a steady and sustained rise has
taken place.

(Cont'd from front page)
It is incredible that stamps of which fewer
exist than of a Basel Dove can be purchased
at about 1/100th of the price! When one deals
with this kind of material prices, in my
view, are not important. They can never
However, some
bear any relation to rarity.
policy had to be formed before I could mount
this material for sale. The catalogues available are incomplete and terribly out of date.
The best of these is the 1947/50 edition
(see Swiss Philatelist No.62/63 page 8. A
few photo-copies of this are still available
For the listed material I
at €5 post free).
took this catalogue as a guide and priced
the majority of items at about 80% of the
notations of 25 years ago. Ridiculous? of
An expert in the field of philatelic
course!
"sidelines" told me that seven times the 1950
figure would be realistic and five times a
bargain. Well, at such prices few people
could have afforded these stamps. No doubt
one day they will change hands at these
figures but my aim is to enable as many
people as possible to purchase something of
this exceptional lot and I am quite happy
with the profit margin I am working on.
There was very little of the common material
(the bulk lots were bought by others) the
little common material which is available
often seen at the back of most Swiss Collections with a few representative copies is
mounted in two or three approval booklets
priced at 2p (5c) per stamp upward to 10p
The rare material is
(25c) per stamp.
mounted on our special cards; there are
about seven hundred of these. Minimum price
There
per card is 50p (not many of these).
are a lot around the £1 to €5 mark (%2.50 to
$12.50) and quite a few with the outstanding
rarities ranging to an extreme of £120 for a
set of 17 Proofs and Essays!
The idealist in me hopes that some of the
high priced rarities will not sell - if they
do I shall never see them again!
A final point: among my purchases was a
complete sheet (this will be kept intact)
and a part sheet of the Bern Cantonal Fr
1.-stamp, imperf. Proofs, in green and redI
brown on original watermarked paper.
would like every collector who is seriously
interested in the Thill Revenues to have one
As there
of each of these free of charge.
are obviously not enough copies for everyone
I must define as "seriously interested"
those clients who purchase from this material
I must further
not less than €5 ($12.5o).
limit this offer to expire at the end of June
1974. After this date, remaining copies of
these proofs will be sold at £2 the pair.
H.LKATCHER

This is of course not the end of the line.
The grape-vine in Switzerland is signalling
the beginning of another boom. If you have
collected Swiss stamps for a number of years
you will not be surprised to hear this. If
we leave out the amply printed stamps of the
last decade and the minute percentage of
earlier issues which will always be plentiful
we have on our hands one of the most acute
shortages of material. The ratio of evergrowing demand and constantly diminishing
stocks practically guarantees the continuing upward surge of our graph in the future.
The collector who buys at today prices will,
when looking back in 22 years time be just as
pleased with his investment as he is today
looking back to 1952.

A NEW DISCOVERY

An unexpected find has recently been made of
Pro Juventute No.67, 1933 20+5c., with inverted buff background. This extremely rare
variety can be recognised by part of the
dress of the Tessin girl's upper arm appearing between "1933" and the church tower, the
mountain background showing on figures "20"
and the girl's shoulder, and part of her
dress coming on her forehead and near the
bridge of her nose. Good Hunting!

